Case Study

KNV Zeitfracht: inconsoWMS,
inconsoWCS, inconsoSDS
Efficient warehouse and shipping control in one of
the largest media logistics facilities in Europe

Costumer profile

The solution

The media wholesaler Koch, Neff & Volckmar GmbH (KNV)
and Koch, Neff & Oetinger Verlagsauslieferung GmbH
(KNO VA) provide comprehensive logistics services and
many additional services. Books, games, DVDs, music
CDs and non-book products are stored in, picked and
deliverd to over 2,200 book stores in Germany, Austria
and Switzerland.

All warehouse areas of the full facility are equipped with
modern information technology from the logistics software
specialist inconso and connected to the ERP systems of
the KNV Group. The core is the warehouse management
system inconsoWMS that monitors the capacities in the
areas via a sophisticated dashboard system and ensures
transparent goods management in the logistics center,
replenishment warehouse and freight center. In addition
to this, the integrated material flow system inconsoMFS
controls goods transports by efficiently breaking them
down into partial routes on the 21 kilometer conveyor
section.

The project
Since 2016, the logistics for the media wholesaler and
publisher deliveries are centralized in Erfurt, where
the group of companies created with KNV Zeitfracht a
logistics center with a building volume of nearly 1,300,000
m3. The total cost of the project encompasses over 150
million euros. A significant part of the money invested in
the construction of the new logistics center was spent on
automation. This includes, among other things, a high bay
warehouse with five aisles for top titles and new arrivals,
two automated storage and retrieval systems, one for
best sellers and one for long-tails in mixing vessels as
well as two-story shelves for medium movers. The media
wholesaler KNV has up to 700,000 shippable products
in stock at all times and delivers them to retail customers
and, being a service provider, their end customers as
well. A special highlight is KNO VA’s delivery of novelties,
which have to be on the shelves of book retailers by the
specified publication date.

In the two-shift operation, books, games, DVDs, music
CDs and gifts are shipped from the Erfurt logistics center.
The technical equipment on-site is designed to handle
over a million products.
In one of the two automated small container warehouses
(ASRS 1) with about 25,000 fast moving products, Pick-byLight picking occurs at 108 picking stations. In ASRS 2,
using the goods to man approach at ten workstations,
currently over 470,000 slow moving products are picked.
The focus was not only on the creation of highly automated

areas, however, suitable workstations for optimized
order processing in the manual work areas were also
important. Here, the Put-to-Light workstations that
were created are similar to the so-called end customer
packing stations, where single orders, especially in
the e-commerce area, are packed and prepared for
shipping. Optimal process support at many workstations
is also achieved through approximately 600 mobile
end devices and over 300 label printers that were also
provided by inconso and connected to the existing
system landscape. The logistics software specialist also
takes over the twenty-four hour support for the technical
peripherals according to the full managed service offer.
Crossing a bridge, one finally arrives at the 11,000 m²
freight center: The shipping and dispatch system
inconsoSDS supports the selection of the most suitable
freight carriers and carriers while accounting for the
specified freight costs and freight carrier-specific routes.
Then the system takes over shipping label creation.
Here, the warehouse management system inconsoWMS
controls all goods issue preparation, labeling and
shipping processes.
Parallel to this, the KNV Group is also expanding its
print-on-demand service first introduced in 2011.
Approximately 540,000 additional titles can be produced
on demand in a digital printing process directly at the
logistics site and shipped together with wholesale or
publisher goods. Since January 2017, the POD area
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at the logistics site Erfurt is being developed through
KNV’s strategic partnership with the company Canon,
a worldwide leader in inkjet technology, thereby further
expanding the range of deliverable products.
After the successful implementation of the system
components, the new logistics center went live at full
capacity in 2016. In September 2016, about 1,100,000
items were shipped in one day – KNV Zeitfracht’s best day
so far. With the high level of mechanization and the new
system landscape based on inconsoWMS, inconsoWCS
and inconsoSDS, KNV and KNO VA are can flexibly
respond to future challenges.
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At a glance
Costumer
■■ KNV / KNO VA
Project goals
■■ Transparent goods management in all warehouse
areas
■■ Performance increase in shipment processing
Products and solutions
■■ inconsoWMS (Warehouse Management System)
■■ inconsoWCS (Warehouse Control System)
■■ inconsoSDS (Shipping & Dispatch System)
Main benefits for costumer
■■ Uniform system landscape based on inconsoWMS
■■ Integrated shipment processing (incl. overnight
delivery)
■■ Sealess connection of mobile end devices;
■■ Process-optimized workstation support and IT
supported, additional applications (Pick-by-Light, Putto-Light)
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“The centralization of logistics processes at the site in Erfurt resulted
in a complex logistics infrastructure that unifies multiple systems under
one roof. The performance of the systems and their synchronization
are crucial at the site in Erfurt.”
Andreas Voigt, IT Manager of the KNV Group
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